2000 528i

BMW is renowned for designing well-designed and reliable autos which look as good as they
drive. With high-tech ingenuity and tremendously sexy style, no auto is more treasured than a
luxurious BMW. Comfort-focused vehicles like the nicely made BMW i were made to be made
use of with consideration and always given needed maintenance. Would a smart driver lay out a
big payment on a fine comfortable luxury vehicle, only to cut corners on replacement parts? To
maintain the high value and style you invested in with your BMW i, it's critical to select only the
best names in high-performance car parts. That BMW in the garage was designed using the best
care and craftsmanship; it deserves new components of a similar top level of value. If you
selected your high-performance car for its superb power and performance, keep up that
investment and use outstanding replacement parts and accessories. World-class power and
engine performance are bolstered by outstanding components and accessories. BMW i
Alternators create power by converting kinetic energy produced in the motor into electrical
power, which is then stored in the batteries in your. A modern power system includes a voltage
regulator, which augments the longevity of the other volt parts by ensuring a constant output to
the batteries. The BMW i Alternator translates mechanical energy into volt electrical power and
stores it in the car's battery. No matter whether you own a convertible or a minivan, we have all
the parts you have to have right here. A great way to ensure any car or truck's dependable
operation is by using our quality parts and exceptional customer support. Whether you drive a
classic roadster or a minivan, we have the accessories you need right here at They are available
for the following BMW i years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 00, 99, 98, 97,
81, 80, We stock alternator parts for most BMW models including X5 , i , iL , i , i , i , i , Li , i , i , i ,
i , i , Li , M3 , xi , Ci , i , M5 , Ci , Ci , X3 , i , i , xi , Z3 , xi , i , xi , xi , , Z4 , i , M6 , ti , i , i , is , is and
xi. Part fit as advertised. Auto back in working order at half the cost. Outstanding site and
customer service. Thanks PartsGeek! Product came with easy to follow instructions. Rebuild
was high quality. Fit was perfect. Shipping was quick and easy , received the alternator sooner
than expected. I bought this alternator for my '98 e39, i and it replaced the bosch alternator and
fit and worked perfectly and shipped out fast! Product fit perfectly and was east to install.
Product shipped immediately and was received in the time stated. Very good price. Thank you
Parks Geek. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit
a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Pure
Energy N Alternator. Pure Energy Alternator. Core Price [? Bosch W Alternator. Product SKU: W
Important Product Info: Amp. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Bosch ALX Alternator.
Features: Built for extremes! TYC Alternator. Power Generation amps A. Product Note:
Remanufactured -- With amp Alternator. Product SKU: 12 31 7 Product SKU: Features: Direct Fit
Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built
to a strict level of product standards. Your BMW i is a unique vehicle. It's dependable, it looks
great and you can use it for work or play. However, if the used BMW you just bought has failing
BMW alternator problems, then you may feel otherwise about your vehicle. A faulty alternator
can leave you stranded on the side of the road. An alternator is a piece of your vehicle that
generates electric power and is a major contributing component in your vehicle's charging
system. The alternator is responsible for charging the battery and supplying additional
electrical power to your vehicles electrical system. It is easy to see why this part is so important
to check if you are having BMW i alternator problems with your used i. Failing Signs A few very
consistent signs that your BMW i alternator may be going bad is your headlights start to
become dim, a dash light coming on just for a moment, and maybe even a BMW i alternator
noise. If this is the case, then it may be time for a BMW i alternator replacement. Die Quickly A
battery will die very fast in a situation where your BMW i alternator is not working. Your vehicle
can't drive very far if you need an alternator repair or replacement. This can raise a question
about repairing an alternator compared to just replacing it. The biggest challenge with a local
repair shop or you personally repairing an alternator is not having a warranty afterward. A new
alternator will have a warranty on it. You are very likely to spend the same time repairing an
alternator as you will too replace it. Also, the money spent on a repair will be very close to the
money spent on a new one. It makes sense to spend a little extra for the new alternator and gain
some peace of mind knowing you won't have to worry about any extra BMW alternator cost or
any more alternator problems while it is still under the warranty. I Want to do the Work Myself
Changing your alternator on your vehicle is simple. The job should only take 30 minutes to an
hour and requires only a couple tools. The tools necessary are a pry bar, serpentine belt tool,
and some socket and ratchets. If you get stuck, you can watch a how to change alternator video
online to help you with the proper steps. This will return your vehicle to how you expected. If
you are confident about doing the work yourself all you need is to get a new alternator and

begin to do the BMW alternator replacement. For your parts select the best part at the best
price. Go to PartsGeek. We focus on keeping our overhead low so we can keep our prices low
and you save money. Read more reviews. The part's quality fits very well. It is in good quality
and the shipping service is great. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine BMW i. Catalog: A. Vehicle BMW i.
Catalog: S. Catalog: G. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Your BMW
was manufactured with different tire sizes. To determine the best tire size for your specific BMW
i, we first need to determine your rim size. Please review the information below. Check your
existing tires. Your BMW i's rim size is the number to the right of the R. In the example pictured
here, the tire size fits inch rims. The original tire size for your BMW i is listed below. Tap on the
box to view a color-coded explanation of your BMW i's' tire size. A color-coded explanation of
the BMW i's tire size is shown below. In this case, the sidewall height works out to be
millimeters. This letter denotes how your tire was constructed. This tire has a load index of 96,
which means it's capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or less. A higher number means the
tire can carry more weight. A lower number means the opposite. A higher speed becomes
dangerous. A tire's speed class is less specific than the speed rating. This tire has a load index
of 94, which means it's capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or less. How to Determine Rim
Size Check your existing tires. Rim Size Selection Now that you know your rim size, make a
selection below to filter your results. Select a Rim Size Inch Inch. This number indicates that
your tire has a width of millimeters. The tire size was designed to fit rims or wheels that are 15
inches in diameter. The tire size was designed to fit rims or wheels that are 17 inches in
diameter. It is the successor to the New Class Sedans and is currently in its seventh generation.
Initially, the 5 Series was only available in a sedan body style. The first generation of 5 Series
was powered by naturally aspirated four-cylinder and six-cylinder petrol engines. Following
generations have been powered by four-cylinder, six-cylinder, V8 and V10 engines that are
either naturally aspirated or turbocharged. Since , diesel engines have been included in the 5
Series range. The E12 is the first generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to It replaced
the New Class sedans and was produced in the sedan body style. The initial models were
powered by four-cylinder engines, with a six-cylinder engine being introduced a year later.
There was no M5 model for the E12, however the E12 Mi is considered to be the predecessor to
the M5. The E12 was replaced by the E28 in , although E12 production continued until in South
Africa. The E28 is the second generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to in the sedan
body style. It was initially produced with petrol four-cylinder and six-cylinder engines. In , a
diesel engine was available for the first time in a 5 Series. The E28 was the first 5 Series with the
centre console angled towards the driver and the option of anti-lock brakes ABS. The E28 M5
began the line of M5 high performance models that has continued through every generation
since. The E34 is the third generation of the 5 Series, which was produced from to The E34 was
the first 5 Series to be available with the wagon body style, all-wheel drive and V8 engines.
There was an unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime, as nine different engine
families were used. These consisted of four-cylinder, six-cylinder and V8 petrol engines, and
six-cylinder diesel engines. The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 six-cylinder engine and was
produced in sedan and wagon body styles. The E39 is the fourth generation of 5 Series, which
was sold from to The E39 was the first 5 Series to use aluminium components in the front
suspension. The proportion of chassis components using aluminium significantly increased for
the E39, [7] in order to reduce weight. It was also the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel
engine was available. V8 models use recirculating ball steering as per previous 5 Series
generations , however rack and pinion steering was used for the first time, in the four-cylinder
and six-cylinder models. Unlike its E34 predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not
available with all-wheel drive. The E39 M5 sedan was introduced in , powered by the 4. The body
styles of the range are:. The E60 generation introduced various new electronic features to the 5
Series, including iDrive , head-up display, active cruise control, active steering and voice
control. The E60 also was the first 5 Series to be available with a turbocharged petrol engine, a
6-speed automatic transmission and regenerative braking. New safety features for the E60
included adaptive headlights, night vision, active headrests, Lane Departure Warning and high
intensity emergency brake lights. It was sold in the sedan and wagon body styles, with most
cars using a 7-speed automated manual transmission "SMG III". The F07 Gran Turismo is the
only 5 Series to date that has been produced in a fastback body style. The F10 is also the first 5
Series to offer a hybrid drivetrain, a turbocharged V8 engine, an 8-speed automatic
transmission, a dual-clutch transmission in the M5 , active rear-wheel steering called "Integral
Active Steering" , electric power steering, double-wishbone front suspension, an LCD
instrument cluster called "Black Panel Display" and automatic parking called "Parking
Assistant". The F10 M5 is powered by the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine with a 7-speed dual clutch
transmission. It is the first M5 to use a turbocharged engine. It was officially announced in

October , and sales began in February The fastback 5 Series GT model from the previous
generation is no longer part of the model range, because it has been moved to the 6 Series
model range. The G30 is based on the same modular platform as the 7 Series G BMW plans to
release a saloon- and estate-style plug-in hybrid , the e iPerformance , which would have the
advanced driver-assistance systems found in the 7 Series. The F90 M5 is the M5 perfomance
model for the G30 generation, and is the first M5 to employ an all-wheel drive powertrain. It is
powered by an upgraded version of the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine used in the previous
generation F10 M5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Los Angeles
Times. Archived from the original on 1 December Retrieved 18 December Retrieved Retrieved 13
September Retrieved 19 August The 2nd Generation E28 ". Retrieved 27 January Retrieved 14
January Retrieved 16 December National Post. Archived from the original on 3 August Retrieved
15 April Archived from the original on 18 August Retrieved 27 November Retrieved 24
September Archived from the original on BMW Group. New Jersey: Prnewswire. Reports
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contactless services to help keep you safe. I did not go to the dealer yet but the email system
They use is good and the way they present their cars online and the price drop notifications is
very helpful. Awesome experience! Andy was very helpful and not pushy at all. Car exceeds my
expectations. I would buy here again. Lou took care of me very professional made everything
smooth answered all my questions no pressure gave me a competitive price. I will see them in
the near future. Max was great to work with, very professional and pleasant. No detail or
questioned unanswered. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. The 5 Series BMW is by far
the best all around value in this segment. I especially liked the i since it is the only year for the 5
series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8 speed ZF transmission. This combination is awesome
highway gas mileage d Read more. Smooth, good looking, quiet, plenty of power and handles
well in the Sport setting. The Lexus GS had a front end design that I could not live with. The
Mercedes E was expensive. Not much out there with the blend of features that a Mi, or M5 has. I
would consider the Audi equivalent, or maybe a Japanese equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes
either. Definitely not anything American made. BMW is a bit pricey, so I might have to back up a
couple years to get in in my budget. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen
Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By
Make. New 2-Series 3-Series 4-Series 5-Series. X1 X2 X3 X4. X5 X6 X7 Z4. Used 1-Series 6-Series
Z8. New By Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Body Style Wagon 3. Transmission
Automatic 4. Manual 4. Trim i 1. Other 5-Speed 1. Quick Specs. Engine Gas I6, 2. EPA Class
Compact. Style Name Sedan Manual. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5.
Passenger Doors 4. Body Style 4dr Car. Dimensions Vehicle. EPA Classification Compact. Base
Curb Weight lbs Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in Front
Shoulder Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in
Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -. Fuel
Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order
Code NA. Fuel System EFI. Engine Type Gas I6. Displacement 2. Clutch Size in - TBD -. First
Gear Ratio :1 4. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Final
Drive Axle Ratio :1 2. Trans Order Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again
NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Trans Type 5. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr-Assisted. Rear
Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake
Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning Diameter - C
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urb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Front Wheel Size in 15 x
7. Spare Wheel Material Alloy. Front Wheel Material Alloy. Rear Wheel Size in 15 x 7. Rear Wheel
Material Alloy. Spare Wheel Size in 15 x 7. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type Rear 4-link Integral. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features Safety. Air
Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running
Lights No. Traction Control Yes. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes.
Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control Yes. Warranty
Warranty. Basic Years 4. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 4. Roadside Assistance Years 4.
Other Specs Cooling System. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of
the BMW 5-Series? M5 4-Door Sedan 6-Speed Manual. Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive.
Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie
Policy.

